Parallel evolutionary trajectories underlie the origin of giant suspension-feeding whales and bony fishes
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Giant suspension feeders such as mysticete whales, basking and whale sharks, and the extinct (indicated by †) †pachycormiform teleosts are conspicuous members of modern and fossil marine vertebrate faunas. Whether convergent anatomical features common to these clades arose along similar evolutionary pathways has remained unclear because of a lack of information surrounding the origins of all groups of large-bodied suspension feeders apart from baleen whales. New investigation reveals that the enigmatic ray-finned fish †Ohmdenia, from the Lower Jurassic (Toarcian, 183.0–175.6 Ma) Posidonia Shale Lagerstätte, represents the immediate sister group of edentulous †pachycormiforms, the longest lived radiation of large vertebrate suspension feeders. †Ohmdenia bisects the long morphological branch leading to suspension-feeding †pachycormiforms, providing information on the sequence of anatomical transformations preceding this major ecological shift that can be compared to changes associated with the origin of modern mysticetes. Similarities include initial modifications to jaw geometry associated with the reduction of dentition, followed by the loss of teeth. The evolution of largest body sizes within both radiations occurs only after the apparent onset of microphagy. Comparing the fit of contrasting evolutionary models to functionally relevant morphological measurements for whales and †pachycormiform fishes reveals strong support for a common adaptive peak shared by suspension-feeding members of both clades.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Giant suspension-feeding vertebrates are conspicuous members of recent and ancient marine ecosystems. This guild is represented by baleen whales (mysticetes) and four independent radiations of chondrichthyans (manta rays, and whale, basking and megamouth sharks) in the modern oceans [1], with fossil examples known from the teleost (a subset of †pachycormiform fishes) [2–5] and possibly gnathostome (the arthrodire ‘placoderms’ †Homostius and †Titanichthys) [6,7] stem lineages. Many of these taxa represent the largest members of their respective groups [1,2,8], with mysticetes including the most massive vertebrates ever to have lived. The repeated evolutionary convergence on suspension feeding at large body sizes in phylogenetically disparate vertebrate lineages implies that this ecological strategy represents an important trophic role that has persisted over geological timescales.

Structural specializations shared among giant suspension feeders presumably reflect adaptive solutions to a common lifestyle [1]. However, because of a poor understanding of the origin of microphagy in most of these groups, it remains uncertain whether the evolutionary pathways to similar morphological innovations are also shared between different clades. With their well-studied body fossil record, mysticetes represent the only radiation of large suspension-feeding vertebrates for which the sequence of anatomical transformations documenting the emergence of this trophic strategy can be reconstructed in any detail [9–11]. Cranial modifications found in Oligocene (33.9–23.03 Ma) †aetiocetids have been interpreted as reflecting the transition from the macrophagy primitive to whales [11] to the microphagy characteristic of extant mysticetes [9,10]. These changes include reduction of dentition, alterations to jaw geometry resulting in slender mandibular rami and reduced coronoid processes, and the appearance of palatal vascularization sometimes compared to that associated with baleen plates in extant mysticetes (but see [12]). Further transformations, including the complete loss of dentition, occurred along the mysticete stem crownward of †aetiocetids, but the evolution of the very largest body sizes within mysticetes appears restricted to the living radiation [11,12].

A subset of †pachycormiform fishes represents the clearest example of an extinct radiation of large-bodied vertebrate suspension feeders. Primitively predatory, with overall body geometries similar to modern tunas [3], these Mesozoic stem teleosts include a clade of large (up to at least 8 m in length) [4,5], long-gaped and toothless species interpreted as planktivores [2]. Together, these fishes appear to have filled the ecological role of giant suspension feeders for a 100 Myr interval during the Jurassic and Cretaceous, prior to their disappearance near the Cretaceous–Palaeogene boundary (66 Ma) along with many other large-bodied fish taxa [5,13,14]. This successful radiation occupies an isolated position within †pachycormiform phylogeny; its monophyly is strongly supported, but there are few indications of the pattern of anatomical changes preceding the presumptive origin of suspension feeding in this group [5].
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Here, I show that the enigmatic actinopterygian †Ohmdenia, from the Lower Jurassic (Toarcian) Posidonia Shale of Germany [15], is the immediate sister group of edentulous †pachycormiforms. †Ohmdenia bisects the long morphological branch leading to this specialized radiation, helping to establish a sequence of character changes associated with a major shift in trophic ecology. More importantly, †Ohmdenia and its relatives provide a complementary example to fossil and living mysticetes, permitting comparative investigation of the evolution of large-bodied, suspension-feeding vertebrates.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
(a) Phylogenetic analysis
†Ohmdenia was included in an expanded version of the character matrix presented by Friedman et al. [5]. This matrix contains 121 characters coded for 29 taxa. For all analyses, the stem neopterygian †Pteronisculus was specified as the outgroup. Parsimony analyses were conducted in PAUP* 4.0b10 [16] using the branch-and-bound search algorithm. Nodal support was assessed with character bootstrapping and Bremer decay analysis, the latter using scripts produced by TREEROT [17]. Bayesian analyses were conducted in MrBayes 3.1.2 [18]. Two simultaneous analyses were run, starting from different, randomly generated trees. Each run included four independent Markov chains: one cold chain and three incrementally heated chains with the ‘temp’ value set to 0.20. Priors were kept at their default settings for standard (i.e. morphological) analyses. The analysis was run for 1 \times 10^7 generations. Samples were taken every 1 \times 10^2 samples for each of the parallel analyses. The first 2.5 \times 10^4 samples for each run, representing the ‘burn-in’ period, were discarded. A complete phylogeny and character optimizations are given in electronic supplementary material, figure S1.

(b) Morphospace construction
I assembled a list of eight biomechanically and ecologically relevant features and measurements, many of which have been functionally linked to suspension feeding [1,7], and assessed these for a range of †pachycormiforms and cetaceans (including members of both the mysticete and odontocete total groups, as well as the cetacean stem) using primary literature, published figures and direct observation of original material. These characters include: relative gap; relative orbit size; jaw-closing mechanical advantage; mandibular aspect ratio (a proxy for the second moment of area); ratio of tooth height to tooth base (a proxy for tooth cusp angle); relative tooth height; condition of the symphysis; and body size (measured as the log of body length). Full details of these measurements are given in the electronic supplementary material.

All measurements were Z-transformed, then used to calculate an intertaxon distance matrix that was subjected to principal coordinates analysis (PCO). The first 20 ordination axes were retained, with higher axes associated with negative eigenvalues. The negative eigenvalue with the greatest magnitude is −14.8, compared with a sum of 396.5 for all positive eigenvalues. Measured intertaxon distances and ordination axes are given in the electronic supplementary material, table S1. A phylogenetic hypothesis was interpolated between terminal taxa in the ordination as an illustrative tool, creating a ‘phylomorphospace’ [20]. Positions of internal nodes were approximated using maximum-likelihood ancestral state reconstruction for continuous characters as implemented in the ape package [21] for R [22] in conjunction with stratigraphically calibrated phylogenies (electronic supplementary material, figure S2).

(c) Model fitting
The first three axes (estimated cumulative variance = 69.3%) were selected for model-fitting exercises based on a break in a scree plot of eigenvalues. In order to test whether baleen whales and edentulous †pachycormiforms might be drawn to the same functional peak associated with suspension feeding, I compared the fits of a series of explicit adaptive models to taxon scores along axes in the functional ordination. Specifically, I explored the following alternatives: (i) no adaptive peaks, with diffusive evolution under a Brownian motion model; (ii) a single adaptive peak for all cetaceans and †pachycormiforms; (iii) a common peak for baleen whales, †aetiocetids, edentulous †pachycormiforms and †Ohmdenia, two separate peaks for all remaining cetaceans and †pachycormiforms, plus an additional unknown regime for the branches linking these two clades. Model fitting was conducted using the package ouch [23] for R [22]. I calculated a sample-size-corrected version of Akaike’s information criterion for each model for each axis [24], and converted these to Akaic weights to facilitate comparison between models fitted to the same axis (electronic supplementary material, table S3). Missing observations in the functional trait matrix mean that the resulting multivariate ordination is approximate, as are the scores for taxa along the ordination axes. The results of these model-fitting exercises must therefore be viewed as similarly approximate.

3. SYSTEMATIC PALEONTOLOGY
Actinopterygii, Woodward 1891; Neopterygii, Regan 1923; Teleostei, Müller 1846 sensu de Pinna 1996; †Pachycormiformes, Berg 1937; †Pachyormidae, Woodward 1895; †Ohmdenia, Hauff 1953; †Ohmdenia multidentata, Hauff 1953.

(a) Holotype
Institut für Geowissenschaften, Eberhard Karls Universität Tübingen, Tübingen, Germany, GPIT 1017/1 (figure 1). Disrupted skeleton missing portions of the anal and dorsal fins, skull roof and braincase. The left mandible was found approximately 1.5 m from the skeleton and re-mounted in association with other cranial remains. All other bones are preserved in the position in which they were found. The absence of most dorsal components of the skeleton has been attributed to the individual lying partly exposed on the seafloor, leaving the upper part of the body uncovered prior to complete burial [15,25].

(b) Horizon and locality
Lower Jurassic (Lower Toarcian; bifrons zone, commune sub-zone), Posidonia Shale, Ohmden, Baden-Württemberg, Germany [26]. The specimen derives from a horizon of
150–200 mm above the boundary between the ε (III) and ε (II12) stratigraphic divisions [27].

**Amended diagnosis**

†Pachycormiform differing from other members of that clade in the following combination of characters: marginal dentition of lower jaw comprising a pavement of stout, conical teeth; length of dentary exceeds distance between tips of dorsal and anteroventral arms of the cleithrum; anterior and posterior margins of hyomandibular parallel, with no excavations; anterior pectoral rays fused along the leading edge of fin; pelvic fins absent; mineralized squamation absent.

**Remarks**

†Ohmdenia was initially assigned to †Birgeriidae [15, 27], a Mesozoic clade that lies outside the neopterygian crown but whose relationships are otherwise uncertain [28–30]. This placement of †Ohmdenia has been regarded as dubious [31], but persists [32–34] despite a lack of compelling anatomical support. By contrast, there is clear evidence that †Ohmdenia is a crown neopterygian, and more specifically a member of the stem-teleost clade †Pachycormiformes. Relevant synapomorphies are reviewed in §5 below. A †pachycormiform identification has also been advocated by Lambers [3], who mistakenly regarded †Ohmdenia as a probable junior synonym of †Saurostomus.

**4. DESCRIPTION AND COMPARISON**

The only specimen of †Ohmdenia is disrupted, but individual skeletal components maintain relative positional information. Bones of the skull and pectoral girdle are clustered at one end of the fossil, the caudal fin at the other, with a series of bones from the axial column lying between (figure 1a,b). An earlier description of
†Ohmdenia [15] contains some errors of interpretation, leading to an inaccurate picture of anatomical structure in this genus.

Long, slender mandibles bearing unusual dentition represent the most striking feature of †Ohmdenia [15,27,33]. Most of the external surface of the jaw consists of the dentary, with the surangular and angular limited to the posterior half of the mandible. There is no indication of a well-developed coronoid process. The dentition comprises densely set, conical, posteriorly reclined teeth, placed within a band that extends along the dorsal margin of the jaw. With the exception of small cusps located along the labial edge of this band, most teeth are of comparable size. It is unclear whether the larger teeth are located exclusively on the dentary, or if they are also borne by the coronoids. The relatively large size of the jaws in †Ohmdenia is genuine, rather than an illusion arising from disruption to the skeleton; the length of the dentary greatly exceeds the distance between the tips of the anteroverental and dorsal limbs of the cleithrum, contrary to the condition in other †pachycormiforms for which the condition can be assessed.

A series of elongated bones bearing dentition similar to that found on the lower jaw lie between the two mandibles. These ossifications are badly broken and overlie one another, but it is clear they include an incomplete maxilla and probable members of the dermalpalatine series. The sclerotic ring lies in the same region. Recognizable remains of the skull roof or dermal cheek are not preserved. Several plate-like ossifications are found near the anterior of the specimen, but these are generally obscured by the overlying matrix or bone, and cannot be identified with confidence.

A quadrate is preserved in association with the preoperculum, but has been displaced considerably from life position, lying near the caudal fin. The crescentic preopercle bears well-developed dorsal and anterior limbs. Distally, the dorsal limb is reduced to a narrow splint, with no associated posterior lamina. The quadrate is triangular in shape and includes a conspicuous articular condyle at its anteroverental corner.

A rectangular bone draped over the posteroventral margin of the right mandible is clearly a member of the hyoid arch. This was previously identified as a ceratohyal [15], but the length of this bone in comparison with the mandible suggests this interpretation is unlikely, based on conditions in closely related taxa [3–5,35]. One end of this hyoid ossification bears two distinct facets, comparable with the arrangement of articular surfaces on the proximal end of the hyomandibular in other †pachycormiforms [5,35]. The similarity in size between this bone and the preopercle lends additional support to interpretation as a preopercle.

Bones of the pectoral girdle and fin are well represented in †Ohmdenia. The best-preserved components of the dermal girdle are the cleithra and supracleithra. The crescent-shaped cleithra closely resemble those of other †pachycormiforms [5]. There are no indications of clavicles, or attachment areas for these bones on the cleithra (contra [15]). The supracleithra are slender and distinctively kinked, giving them an ‘L’-shaped profile. I have been unable to identify scapulocoracoids, but the region around the cleithra and supracleithra is littered with several pectoral radials. Typical of †pachycormiforms, these are flat and strongly pinched at mid-length with greatly expanded distal ends, giving them a paddle-shaped profile. Both pectoral fins are preserved. One is represented only by a series of rays comprising the leading edge, but a more complete example indicates that these fins were long and slender. Rays fuse distally along the anterior margin of the pectoral fin. More posterior rays bifurcate, with no clear indications of joints or segmentation. There is no trace of pelvic fins or girdles.

Numerous slender ossifications, representing the remains of the axial column (haemal/neural arches and spines, supraneurals), lie between the caudal fin and the concentration of cranial and pectoral bones. Ossified centra and mineralized scales are absent. The first feature is common to most †pachycormiforms, but the latter is restricted to edentulous taxa [3–5]. The symmetrical caudal fin is disrupted, with posterior rays of the slender upper and lower lobes separated from more anterior rays. The proximal tips of dorsal and ventral rays nearly contact in the articulated posterior portion of the fin, indicating that the caudal endoskeleton was almost completely enveloped by dermal rays. Caudal rays are segmented, and more posterior rays in both lobes bifurcate distally.

With a probable total length approaching 2.5 m, †Ohmdenia is among the largest ray-finned fishes of the Lower Jurassic, surpassed only by the giant stem chondrosteans †Strongysteas [27,33] and †Gyrosteas [36]. Taken together, the shape inferred for the skull of †Ohmdenia, the geometry of its pectoral girdle and the preserved position of the caudal fin relative to cranial remains imply that the overall body form of this genus was slender, similar in profile to edentulous †pachycormiforms for which the postcranium is known (†Martillichthys, †Astenocormus) [4]. The combination of a shallow, enlongated skull with a narrow body is unique to these taxa among †pachycormiforms. Other members of this clade characterized by slender postcrania bear skulls that are proportionally much shorter (e.g. †Euthynotus incognitus, †Hypocormus macrodon).

†Ohmdenia

Interpreted as suspension feeders. The size of the hyomandibular is found in †Ohmdenia together, the hyomandibular and preopercle constrain the depth of the head, and when this information is combined with the dimensions of the mandible, it is clear that the skull in †Ohmdenia was very shallow relative to its length (figure 1c).

Bones of the pectoral girdle and fin are well represented in †Ohmdenia. The best-preserved components of the dermal girdle are the cleithra and supracleithra. The crescent-shaped cleithra closely resemble those of other †pachycormiforms [5]. There are no indications of clavicles, or attachment areas for these bones on the cleithra (contra [15]). The supracleithra are slender and distinctively kinked, giving them an ‘L’-shaped profile. I have been unable to identify scapulocoracoids, but the region around the cleithra and supracleithra is littered with several pectoral radials. Typical of †pachycormiforms, these are flat and strongly pinched at mid-length with greatly expanded distal ends, giving them a paddle-shaped profile. Both pectoral fins are preserved. One is represented only by a series of rays comprising the leading edge, but a more complete example indicates that these fins were long and slender. Rays fuse distally along the anterior margin of the pectoral fin. More posterior rays bifurcate, with no clear indications of joints or segmentation. There is no trace of pelvic fins or girdles.

Numerous slender ossifications, representing the remains of the axial column (haemal/neural arches and spines, supraneurals), lie between the caudal fin and the concentration of cranial and pectoral bones. Ossified centra and mineralized scales are absent. The first feature is common to most †pachycormiforms, but the latter is restricted to edentulous taxa [3–5]. The symmetrical caudal fin is disrupted, with posterior rays of the slender upper and lower lobes separated from more anterior rays. The proximal tips of dorsal and ventral rays nearly contact in the articulated posterior portion of the fin, indicating that the caudal endoskeleton was almost completely enveloped by dermal rays. Caudal rays are segmented, and more posterior rays in both lobes bifurcate distally.

With a probable total length approaching 2.5 m, †Ohmdenia is among the largest ray-finned fishes of the Lower Jurassic, surpassed only by the giant stem chondrosteans †Strongysteas [27,33] and †Gyrosteas [36]. Taken together, the shape inferred for the skull of †Ohmdenia, the geometry of its pectoral girdle and the preserved position of the caudal fin relative to cranial remains imply that the overall body form of this genus was slender, similar in profile to edentulous †pachycormiforms for which the postcranium is known (†Martillichthys, †Astenocormus) [4]. The combination of a shallow, enlongated skull with a narrow body is unique to these taxa among †pachycormiforms. Other members of this clade characterized by slender postcrania bear skulls that are proportionally much shorter (e.g. †Euthynotus incognitus, †Hypocormus macrodon).
5. SYSTEMATICS

†Ohmdenia is clearly a neopterygian based on characters including: the absence of a clavicle capping the ventral end of the cleithrum; a crescentic preoperculum; a slender maxilla free from the cheek; and epaxial caudal fin rays [37]. Large, scythe-like pectoral fins with a distinctive pattern of bifurcation and reduced segmentation, symmetrical upper and lower lobes of the caudal fin, extreme hypurostegy and paddle-shaped pectoral radials represent derived features shared between †Ohmdenia and other †pachycormiforms [3,5,35].

To establish the position of this genus within neopterygian phylogeny, I included it in a revised and expanded version of the character-by-taxon matrix presented by Friedman et al. [5], which was then subjected to maximum parsimony and Bayesian phylogenetic analyses. Both approaches returned consistent results within †pachycormiforms (electronic supplementary material, figure S1). Despite highly incomplete preservation, the placement of †Ohmdenia as a †pachycormiform receives clear support, as does the position of the genus as the immediate sister taxon of all edentulous members of this radiation (Bremer decay index = 2; bootstrap support frequency = 80; Bayesian clade credibility = 97; figure 2a). The sister-group relationship between †Ohmdenia and edentulous †pachycormiforms is unambiguously supported by the geometry of the hyomandibular and the complete absence of squamation. Although not considered as a character in these analyses, the apparently derived body form combining a slender postcranium with an elongated, low-profile skull would seem to represent another feature underpinning (†Ohmdenia + edentulous †pachycormiforms). †Saurostomus is in turn united with this pairing to the exclusion of †Pachycormus by a parasphenoid that is broad anterior to the ascending process, elongated posterior processes of the dermotorotics, a slender ascending ramus of the preopercle lacking a posterior lamina, a hypural plate with a very long vertical axis relative to its horizontal axis, and slender, splint-shaped supracleithra.

6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

(a) Feeding in †Ohmdenia

†Ohmdenia is coeval with the earliest known †pachycormiforms [3], indicating that considerable morphological and trophic diversification had already taken place by the first
appearance of this radiation in Lower Jurassic deposits. The long gape of Ohmdenia, combined with its peculiar dentition, allude to a distinctive feeding ecology. Other tooth-bearing †pachycormiforms bear elongated, needle-like teeth (e.g. †Pachycormus and †Euthynus) or large carinate fangs (e.g. †Protosphyræa, †Australopachycormus and †Hypsocormus) that imply piercing and cutting of prey items, respectively. By contrast, the multiple rows of comparatively stout, low-crowned teeth of Ohmdenia suggest grasping rather than penetration of prey items. This tooth geometry is commonly found in whales and marine reptiles that specialize on soft-bodied cephalopods [38]. The elongated mandibles of Ohmdenia reflect a reduction in jaw-closing mechanical advantage relative to other toothed †pachycormiforms, indicating a reduced emphasis on the transmission of force and a relatively less powerful bite [39]. Ammonites are found scattered across the same bedding plane as Ohmdenia, but only two belemnites are present, both associated with the abdominal region of the specimen (figure 1b,c). It is possible that these guards represent gut contents corroborating inferences of feeding ecology drawn from jaw and tooth structure, but this interpretation must be viewed cautiously owing to the disrupted nature of the skeleton.

(b) The evolution of large vertebrate suspension feeders: towards a comparative perspective

The identification of Ohmdenia as the sister group of suspension-feeding †pachycormiforms provides important new clues about the evolution of this trophic strategy. As in whales [9–11], the evolution of suspension feeding in †pachycormiforms appears to have first entailed changes in mandibular aspect ratio and jaw-closing mechanical advantage accompanied by alterations to dental structure (figure 2b). The complete loss of teeth followed these initial modifications, with the evolution of the largest body sizes representing a final step, postdating the origin of dedicated suspension feeding in both mysticetes [11] and †pachycormiforms [2,4,5]. Thus, these two groups share the following sequence of parallel steps: (i) changes in dentition and mandibular geometry; (ii) loss of teeth, presumably associated with the onset of microphy; and (iii) evolution of giant size relative to other members of their individual clades (figure 2b).

Modern mysticetes bear baleen plates, while their †pachycormiform analogues are characterized by greatly elaborated gill rakers [2–5]; these anatomically disparate structures are both involved in the retention of small prey items within the oral cavity. There is circumstantial evidence of baleen plates in toothed †aetiocetids [9,10,12], but the origin of specialized gill rakers relative to the loss of marginal dentition in †pachycormiforms is less well constrained. Expanded gill rakers are present in †Asthenoconus, †Leedsichysis, †Martilliclichtys and †Rhinocomithys [2–5], but there is no evidence for such structures in either †Bonnerichthys [5] or Ohmdenia. If the absence of elaborated rakers in †Bonnerichthys is genuine, rather than a consequence of the disarticulated material available for this genus, then the evolution of these structures within †pachycormiforms would appear to postdate the loss of marginal teeth.

In order to quantitatively compare the evolutionary trajectories of †pachycormiforms and whales, I constructed a multivariate morphospace for the two groups based on eight anatomical features hypothesized to be functionally related to suspension feeding [1,7] (figure 2c; electronic supplementary material). Edentulous †pachycormiforms, along with Ohmdenia, lie near a region of this ordination dominated by fossil and living mysticete whales known or hypothesized to be suspension feeders. Intriguingly, Ohmdenia plots in close proximity to †aetiocetids, an assemblage of stem mysticetes that might document the functional transition from macrophy to microphy in whales [9–11].

Interpolating an estimated phylogeny between points representing terminal branches shows that edentulous †pachycormiform and mysticete whales converge on a common region of morphospace from different ancestral conditions. To investigate whether whales and †pachycormiforms might be drawn to a shared adaptive peak, I have combined the first three axes of the morphometric ordination with statistically explicit models of trait evolution. PCO 1, which summarizes an estimated 39.4 per cent of the variation in the dataset, is best fitted by a four-peak model, with separate peaks for: (i) Ohmdenia and edentulous †pachycormiforms plus mysticetes including †aetiocetids; (ii) all remaining †pachycormiforms; (iii) all remaining whales; (iv) an ‘unknown’ regime on the branches linking †pachycormiforms and whales. The Akaike weight for this model exceeds 0.999, indicating a substantially better fit by this model to data than its simpler competitors: diffusive phenotypic evolution, and a single peak for all whales and †pachycormiforms. This result constitutes strong support for a common adaptive peak shared by some whales and †pachycormiforms along the first coordinate axis, scores along which are strongly correlated ($p < 0.001$) with most morphometric variables. In contrast to the case for PCO 1, no single model performs substantially better than all its competitors on PCO 2 (19.8% variance), with all Akaike weights lower than 0.75. PCO 3 (10.1% variance) is best fitted by a model with a single peak for all taxa examined.

At the broadest scale of comparison, both the whale and †pachycormiform examples suggest a tendency for large-bodied marine suspension feeders to emerge from within clades of moderately large- to large-bodied pelagic predators. Additional evidence for this assertion comes from basking and megamouth sharks, whose closest living relatives suggest pelagic, predatory ancestral ecologies for these modern chondrichthyan planktivores [9,40,41]. Putative examples of extinct suspension feeders (e.g. the Devonian ‘placoderm’ †Titanichthys [7,42]) imply a comparable evolutionary trajectory. However, the fact that other paths to suspension feeding at large body sizes are possible is clearly illustrated by whale sharks and manta rays, both of which nest within clades primitively characterized by benthic feeding [40,41,43]. More complete documentation of generalities associated with the evolution of large-bodied vertebrate suspension feeders will require quantitative examination of chondrichthyans in a framework similar to that applied here. Such work will reveal a more detailed picture of the anatomical modifications associated with this striking trophic strategy, which in turn will permit a more explicit means for identifying suspension-feeding vertebrates in the fossil record.
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